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The paper extends the results of Khatri to complex elliptical variates. Asymptotic 
confidence bounds on location parameters for the linear growth curve for the 
complex variates, the asymptotic distribution of the canonical correlations for the 
two sets of complex variates, and the asymptotic confidence bounds for the 
discriminatory values for the linear Fisher’s discriminator for the future complex 
observation z are developed in this paper on the lines given by Khatri. e 1990 
Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, Khatri [4] developed the asymptotic results for three types of 
problems connected with real random variables. In this paper, we consider 
these problems for the complex variables. We observe that the study of the 
complex variables occurs in time series analysis as well as in the real 
random variables possessing some restrictions on the covariance matrix. 
For exam le the complex normal distribution for the complex vector 
2(=x+ J- - 1 y) is defined as the joint normal distribution of x and y such 
that cov(x, y) is a skew symmetric matrix and Var(x) = Var(y). This 
structure is essential to write the joint density of x and y in terms of 
z ( =x + J-1 y). In the same manner, Krishnaiah et al. [6] defined the 
complex elliptical distribution (and/or variates). In other words, one can 
say that z has a complex elliptical distribution if its characteristic function 
is represented as 
ev(J- l(f*hJ d(t*W forall tEvP, (1.1) 
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where (t*p), denotes the real part (tip1 + tip*) of t*p. Here 
p1 + J-1 /A~ = p E G$p and C is Hermitian non-negative definite. We shall 
assume throughout that C is positive definite. 
Let Z = (zl, z2, . . . . zn) be n independent observations on the complex 
vector z and let us assume that the linear growth curve model. 
where A and B are complex matrices of full rank (i.e., B*B and A*A are 
positive definite), the column vector E;S are independent and identically 
distributed complex random vectors and 
E(Ei) = 0 and EE~E~ = Var(ei) = b, z = 6, ,E’:, CT, (1.2) 
where ,E is positive definite and 2, is nonsingular. Here, we assume that 
5 and 2 are unknown and their maximum likelihood estimates (under 
normality of Q’S) are [ and 2 and they are given by 
n.f= (Z- B[A*)(Z- BfA*)* and f= (B*S-‘B)-‘B*S-‘ZA(A*A)-‘, 
(1.3) 
with nS = ZZ* - ZA(A*A) ~ ‘A*Z*. 
We shall consider the asymptotic joint distribution of Z, = ZA(A*A)-’ 
and S under the assumption of complex elliptical distribution of 6:s (or 
under certain assumptions on the moments of &is), and using these results, 
asymptotic confidence bounds on the elements of { when C is unknown are 
obtained on lines similar to real variables. 
Since the sample canonical correlations between the two sets of variates 
depend on z? (or S), we establish the asymptotic distribution of these 
correlations. 
Khatri et al. [S] defined the discriminatory value of Fisher’s linear 
discriminator and have developed some asymptotic results under normality 
conditions. We observe that these discriminatory values in some particular 
cases depend on Z, and S, and hence we develop the results for any 
distribution satisfying the conditions of the central limit theorem. Let z be 
the future observation and let the linear discriminator be (w*z)~. If 6 is an 
estimate of w, then the discriminatory value is 
D,(*) = {E[(Ct*z),I TT~] - E[(+*z)~ I7c,]}/{2 Var(fi*z).}‘/*, 
where E[ ( .) 1 nil denotes the conditional expectation given the population 
“i (i= 1, 2). If 
z, = (%I, G), 5 = (PI> P2)r B=Ip, 1 0 A’= “1 [ 1 0 L,’ 
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with n, + n2 = n, then there are three situations : 
(1) If p1-pL2 is known and Z is unknown, then +=S-‘(p,-pL?) 
and D,(&) is denoted by 0:. The distance is 
D’= [(PI -d* S-h -PZ)I~‘~. 
(2) If Z is known and pi - p2 is unknown, then G = C-‘(X, --X1) 
and D,(g) is denoted by 0:. The distance is 
D"= [(Xl-%,)* ~~'(jz,-Xz)]"2. 
(3) If pi -p2 and Z are unknown, then 6 = SP’(jz, - g2) and Da(&) 
is denoted by D,. The distance is 
D= [(X,-jzz)*Spl(%, -jz,)]"'. 
In the fifth section, the asymptotic bounds on Db, Dz, and D, based on 
D', D", and D, respectively, are developed. 
Khatri et al. [S] have defined LOO statistics in the above three situa- 
tions as L', L", and L, respectively, and they recommended that these 
should be regarded as the estimates for D&, D$ and D,, respectively. Here, 
we obtain confidence bounds for Db, Dz, and D, based on L', L", and L, 
respectively. 
2. SOME ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS 
Let y be a complex random vector such that if y=x, +&ix, and 
xi = (x,), then 
E(x,)=O, Var(x,)= b,Z,, Cov(x,,x,)=O, E(x~x,~.x,~~~~)=~, 
E(x;)= 3b,, E(x$x~~,) = 6, for i # i’ or j # j’ and others 
E(x~x~~~ xi~i”xi~~‘i~~.) = 0 for i, i’, i”, i”’ = 1 or 2 and j,j’, j”, j”’ = 1, 2, . . . . p. 
(2.1) 
We shall write y - G(y) to denote that the distribution of y possesses the 
above moment relations. If U is a unitary matrix, then it is is easy to verify 
that U, possesses the above four moment relations. Further, if z has an 
elliptical distribution introduced in ( 1 .l ) and if Z = E, CF, where Z, is non- 
singular complex matrix, then CT ‘(z - CL) = y = x, + fl x2 satisfies the 
above moment relations, because the characteristic function of y (or the 
joint characteristic function of x, and x2 is #(t*t) for all t E%~, and 
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b, = -2&(O) and b2 = 4@‘(O). The distribution of y is known as complex 
spherical distribution. Thus, for a random complex vector z, suppose 
Ez=p, Var(z) = E(z - p)(z - p)* = C = C,C: is positive definite, 
and assume that Zc;‘(z--)= y is distributed as G(y), which satisfies the 
above moment relations (2.1), then we shall denote z N G(z, pu, Z) and 
G(y) = G(y, 0, I,). This distribution includes the class of complex elliptical 
distributions. 
Let yi (i = 1, 2, . . . . n) be n independent observations from G(y), denoted 
by yi N IG(y) for all i, and let 
W= i (yiy: - W,W,h b,), 
i= 1 (2.2) 
w= (w,, wz, -*a> WJ, and [vec( W)]’ = (w; , w;, . . . . wb). 
From (2.2), we get vet W= & V, vi= (2b,)-’ vec(y,y*) - vet I,, for 
i = 1, 2, . . . . II. Hence, vi, v2, . . . . v, are distributed as v = (2b,)-’ vec(yy*) - 
vet I, with y = x, + J-1 x2 being distributed as G(y). Then, denoting the 
(k, Z)th component of v as uck,[), we obtain 
+ J-l tXlkX2,- xZkxIl)) - Ok/, 
with ok, = 1 if k = I and ok, = 0 if k # 1. Then, using the conditions on the 
moments given by (2.1), we obtain E(vi) = 0 and, taking K+ 1 = b,/b:, 
var[u(k,k)] = 2K+ 1, for all k = 1, 2, . . . . p, 
cov[v(k,k,, %,IJ~ = K for k<l;k, I= 1, 2, . . . . p 
VarCWqk.dl = varC(lm(v(k,,))l = (K+ 1)/z 
for all k # 1, k, 1= 1, 2, . . . . p, 
COV[u(k,k)9 Wuci,,,)l = 0 for k#I, i#l 
CovCWqk,,,), lm(u(k’,~‘~)l = 0 for k#I, k”#l’. 
Thus, vl, vZ, . . . . v, are independently and identically distributed complex 
random vector with the existence of the first two moments and hence by 
the central limit theorem (for example Cramer, [2]), Vet W= & v has a 
limiting normal distribution. If (w,,, wZ2, . . . . w,,)‘= w(i), then asymptoti- 
cally w(i) and wii (for i> j, i, j= 1, 2, . . . . p) are independent distributed : 
y~)-Wh W+ 1)I,+K1,1;11 
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and 
wii - ICN(0, K + 1 ), i>j=1,2 ,..., p. 
(Here, ICN means independent complex normal.) 
This means that the real part of wii (= (w~)~) and the imaginary part of 
wij ( = (wii)i) are asymptotic independent normal variates N(0, (K+ 1)/2). 
Thus, we have established the following 
LEMMA 1. Let yi (i = 1, 2, . . . . n) be independent and identically distributed 
as G(y), and W= x1= 1 (y,y* - 26,1,)/(2,/k b,) = (w,). Then w;,) = 
(w11, w22, . . . . w,), (w~)~ and (wii)* for i > j (i, j = I, 2, . . . . p) are asymptotic 
independent normal variates, WC,, - NO, Co), (wij)R - WO, (K+ 1)/21, 
(w,)i-N(O,(K+1)/2), where Z,=(K+l)I,+Kl,l~. 
Let b=Uy=U(x,+~x,)=m,+~m,, where U is a unitary 
matrix. Thus we have with U = (uli); 1, j= 1, 2, . . . . p, 
P 
and 
ml,= C (Ulj1Xjl-Up~j2); I = 1) 2, . ..) p, 
j=l 
P 
m2[ = C (ulil xl2 + uri2xjl 1; I= 1, 2, . ..) p. 
j= 1 
Hence, we can check that the first four moments of b = Uy are the same 
as those of yi for any unitary matrix U and hence, we can have the 
following 
LEMMA 2. Let U be any p x p unitary matrix and V= UWU*, where W 
is defined in Lemma 1. Then asymptotically, V and W are identically 
distributed. 
Let zi - IG(zi, pi, C), for i = 1, 2, . . . . n and let 
P = (~1, ~2, . . . . pi,) = BtA* (2.3) 
and consider the following assumptions on the elements of the matrix A for 
large n: 
(i) For large n, A*A/n tends to a positive definite matrix C. (2.4) 
If A’ = (fl, . . . . f,) and (A’)‘= A*, then by (2.4), A’A’/n= C;,= 
Cy=, f,f,*/n -B C’ as n + co, and this implies Cy:i fifT/n + C’ as n + 00. 
Hence, this implies 
lf”l/&~O as n+co=max JfiJ/&--tOasn+co. (2.4a) 
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First of all, we shall find the asymptotic joint distribution of 
Z,=ZA(A*A)-’ and nS=ZZ*-Z,A*AZT. Let C=C,C:, where C, is 
nonsingular, C ,,, = A*A/n, C;‘A* = (d,, d,, . . . . d,) and 
Y,=,,k,‘(Z,-B()=J;I YA(A*A)-‘. (2.5) 
Note that z;‘(Z-B&4*)= Y=(y,,y, ,..., y,), and yi (i=l,2 ,..., n) are 
independent and identical complex random vectors from G(y). 
Notice that vet Y, = ,,/& with vi= df@ yi for i= 1,2, . . . . n and 
V = C?=, vi/n, where d; denotes the conjugate of dj so that the conjugate 
transpose of di is d: (= (df)’ = (d,!)‘). Thus, vi’s are independent observa- 
tions with 
Evi = 0, Ev,v,+ = d;d; @ E(y,y,*) = dfd; 0 2b, I,. 
We observe that 
i d:d,@= (A’A’/n)-’ + C’-’ as n-+co. 0.6) 
i= 1 
Further, to use the Liapunoff’s central limit theorem, we have to show that 
p/a + 0 as n + 00. First, we prove that 
p3=,c, WV~I/&)~+O as n-+cc 
or p + 0 as n + co. Note that 
p3 = tc, E( Id:@ yij 3/n3/2) = i (d:df)3’2E(y*yi)3’2 nV3j2. 
i= 1 
Note that if A’ = (fl, . . . . f,), then did; =fF(A’A’/n)-‘f, for all 
i = 1, 2, . ..) n and C?= I (djdf)/n= tr(A’A’/n)-’ --) tr C-’ as n --t 00 by (2.4). 
Further, by (2.4) and (2.4a), maxi(d!d~/n)1’2-+0 as n -+ 00. Therefore, 
p3 d [maxi(didf/n)L’2][maxi E(y+yj)3/2] tr C;,’ --) 0 as n + co. Hence 
Elvec Y,13 --) 0 as n-roe orp-roasndco. (2.7) 
and, since a2 = 2pb 1 tr C’ ~ ‘, a+0 as n+oa. Hence p/c-+0 as n-+cg. 
NOW, if W= x1= 1 (y,y* - 2b, 1,)/(2&b,), then it is easy to see that 
Cov(vec Y, , vet W) = 0 for all n. (2.8) 
We can see that 
&-I (z;‘s.?l: -1 -2(1-m/n) b,I,)/(2b,)= W- TJ(2&b,), (2.9) 
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where 
T,= Y,C,,Y:-2mh,I, (2.10) 
and for large n, the distribution of T,, tends to the limiting distribution of 
(Y, C,,Y: - 2mb, IP) and the limiting distribution of Y, is complex normal 
on the basis of the Liapunoff’s central limit theorem (see, for example, 
Cramer, [2, pp. 213-2181). Further, on the basis of (2.8) and (2.9) 
Cov(vec Y,, vec( W- T,/(2b,&))) + 0 as n-+oo. (2.11) 
Hence, using the above results and Lemma 1, we establish 
THEOREM 1. Let zi be IG(z,, ,u~, C) for i= 1,2, . . . . n and p = 
(111, P2, . . . . PL,) = RA *. 
J;;(Z;‘SZ: --I 
If Y,=~c,‘(ZA(A*A)~‘-B5) and W,,= 
-2b,(l-m/n) 1,)/(26,) and nS=ZZ*-ZA(A*A)P’A*Z* 
with z= (z,, z2, . ..) z,), then under the condition (2.4), Y, and W, are 
asymptotic independent; asymptotic distribution of W, is the same as that of 
W given in Lemma 1, and 
vet Y, “2 CN(O,2b,(C’-‘@I,)). (2.12) 
Now, consider the asymptotic joint distribution of the estimates 4 and 2 
given in (1.3), which can be rewritten as 
with 
=w-- 
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where W, T,,, and Y1 are defined in (2.2), (2.10), and (2.5), respectively, 
B, =C;‘B and 
R=I-B, (B: (I+%+2)P1B,)P1 B: (I+-$+?)-’ 
= I - B,(B:B,)-‘B: + O(n-I’*). 
Hence, asymptotically, &([ - 5) = (B:B,)PIB:Y, + O(nP1’*) and 
J;;(Z;‘CZ:-’ - 26,1,)/2b, = W + O(n - “*), because asymptotically T, 
and RY, Cl, YrR* converge to random variables which have distributions 
with finite first moment. Hence, using Theorem 1, we get 
THEOREM 2. Let Zi be IG(z,; pi, C) for i= 1,2, . . . . n and p = 
(A, ~2, . ..> 14 = B&4*, where C is positive definite, C= C,llT, and A*A 
and B*B are nonsingular. If [= (B*S-‘B)-‘B*F’ZA(A*A)-’ and 
f=S+RZA(A*A)-‘A*Z*R*/n with Z=(z1,z2,...,zn), and R=I- 
B(B*S-‘B)P’B*SP1, then under the condition (2.4), ,/;;(f - 5) and 
&(-f-WYW,) 
. 
are asymptotically independent, 
Vec(&([-- 5)) N CN(0, C’+’ 0 (B*C-‘B)-‘2bl) 
and the asymptotic distribution of & (z;‘f,E’f-’ - 2b,I,)/(2bl) 
same as that of W given in Lemma 1. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC CONFIDENCE BOUNDS FOR THE ELEMENTS OF 5 
Let us consider the statistics 
S, = (& 5) A*A(& <)* and S2= (B*xF-‘B)-‘(2bJ 
is the 
(3.1) 
and let the nonzero eigen values of S; ‘S, be 1, > R, 2 . . . z 1, > 0, where 
t =min(q, m) and l is a q xm unknown matrix. Then, we can write, for 
x-, cx#A I,, I,), 
i &=Ti=trS;‘S,=trXX*= i f {(x,)‘,+(x,):> 
i=l i=l ]=I 
= [vec(l- C;)]*[C’@ (B*f‘-‘B)][vec(& r)]/(2b,). (3.2) 
Now (xJR- ZV(0, i), (xii),~N(O, 4) gives 2{(x,)k + (x,):} -xi and since 
plim, -+ oo (B*f-‘B) = (B*,?-‘B)/(2b,), the asymptotic distribution of 2Ti 
is x2 with 2qm degrees of freedom (or &,). 
Let P(&, 2 c,) = u. 
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Then, the asymptotic confidence bounds on 5 are obtained from 
[vec(& <)]*[C’O (B*F’B)][vec(& 5)] bb,c, 
or for all non-null vector I E%Ym, 
1 ^ ”  
Jtr(t:-<)LI*=E*(vec~--vecl)(vect-vec4)*1 
<b,c, tr[(A*A)~‘L*(B*~:‘B)L], (3.3) 
where 
L = (I,) 4, . ..) f,), (vet L)’ = 1’ = (l;, f;, . . . . l;) 
<=G,, 52, . . . . LA (vet {I’= G;, 5;, . . . . 53. 
From (3.3) it is obvious that 
Ctr(& 4)Llk + Ctr(S^- 5lLl: 
= [(vet f-vet <)*l]i + [(vet f-vet <)*f]f 
6 b, C, tr[(A*A)-‘L*(B*f’-‘B)L] 
= [(vet f)* l]k- [(vet ()* f]‘, 
<b, C, tr[(A*A)-‘L*(B*f‘-‘B)L] 
* Cdvec El* l12R - Cd= 5)* lli 
db,C,gg.tr[(A*A)plL*(B*f’lB)L]. 
From this, the asymptotic simultaneous confidence bounds on 
(g(vec t)*Z), for gE% and f~%?“~ are 
(g(vec [)* L),k [b,c,(gg) tr{(A*A)-1L*(B*~‘-1B))‘L}]1’2. (3.4) 
If (2b,)‘/*X= J’&(L~*~-~L?)~~~([- <)(A*PI/~)“~, then it can be shown 
that the asymptotic distribution of X is complex normal and that the 
asymptotic joint distribution of the eigen values of A,, A2, . . . . II, is the same 
as those of the complex Wishart variate S, whose density function is given 
by 
[~,(u)]~‘IS,~“-‘exp(-trS,), 
where S, is Hermitian positive definite, and 
F,(z+n’(‘-“/2 n T(u-j+ I), u = max(q, m). 
j= 1 
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This is denoted by So =asy CW,(u; I,). From this, one can obtain the 
distribution of II i. 
Let P(i, > d,) = 01. Then, for all non-null vectors a E gq and b E W”, the 
asymptotic confidence bounds on 5 are obtained from 
a*([- 8 bb*(t- 0 *a < 2b,d,(b*(A*A)-‘b)(a*(B*f”B)-‘a) (3.5) 
and, as before, the asymptotic simultaneous confidence bounds on 
(ga*<b), for all g E V, b E V”, and a E Vq are 
(ga*fb),+ [2b,d,(gg)(b*(A*A)-1b)(a*(B*Z’-1a)]1’2. (3.6) 
From (3.4) and (3.6), one can obtain some special cases for which one can 
refer to Khatri [3]. 
4. ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION OF CANONICAL CORRELATIONS 
Since the canonical correlations are invariant under nonsingular trans- 
formation of the type diag(A,, A,), where A I and AZ are nonsingular 
pi x pi and p2 x p2 matrices, respectively, we can assume without loss of 
generality 
where D, = diag(p I I,, , p2 I,,, . . . . PkIgkh Ct=l gi=Pl, Pl’P2’ .‘. ‘P/c= 
0, p2 B pl, and D, = diag[( 1 - P:)~‘~I,,, (1 - pi)“‘Ig2, . . . . (1 - p:)“‘I,]. 
Let us consider the estimate Z of C given by (1.3) and by Theorem 2, the 
asymptotic distribution of &(Z:,‘fC;-’ -26,1,)/26, = W is given by 
Lemma 1. Let us partition J? and W as 
Pl P2 Pl P2 
Then, taking A = (D,, 0), we have 
~,,=2b,[(D,W,,D,+DlW12A’+AWZ1D1+AWZ2A’)n-1’2+IP,] 
&=2b,[(D, W,2+AW22)n-1’2+A] 
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and 
and, further, let 
P(r2) = r2& - .f,2Lc;‘22, 
=2b,[(r’I,,-AA’)+n-“*(r*D, W,,D,+(r*-1) 
x(D, W,,A’+AWzlD,+AW22A’)) 
+n-‘(D, W,, W,,D,) + O(n-3’2)]. (4.1) 
Notice that lP(r*)( is a polynomial in r of degree rzpl and IP( =0 
gives 2p, solutions of r, say +ri (i= 1, 2, . . . . pr) and rl >r2> ... >rp, 
(>O). Now, for the asymptotic distributions of these roots, we require the 
following two lemmas : 
LEMMA 3 (Bai [ 11). Let g,,(x) be a sequence ofpth degree polynomials 
and g(x) be a kth degree polynomial such that g,,(x) + g(x) and k < p. Also, 
denote the roots of g,(x) and g(x) by ry’, . . . . <F’ and cl, . . . . tk, respectively. 
Then, by suitable rearrangements of the roots, we have 
(!“’ , -ti(i=l,2 ,..., k), Ic$“‘I + al for i= k+ 1, . . . . p. (4.2) 
Note. There is no general rule to rearrange them such that (4.2) is true. 
We can only prove that such an arrangement exists. 
LEMMA 4 (Skorohod [7]). Let X,, be a sequence of random elements 
taking values on a complete separable metric space such that X,, + X0. Then, 
there is a probability space (Q, 93,.9’) on which one can define a sequence of 
random elements z,, such that 8,+ F0 pointwise and f,, has the same 
distribution as X,,, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
NOW, let us write & (r - p,)/( 1 - pz) = w, for a fixed ~1. Then, P(r*) = 
(2b,)(P,), where P, is a g,x g, submatrix of P(r’). Hence we have for 
u < k, 
J;IP,,=\/;;(r2-p~)Is~+r2(1 -Pi) WI, 
+(r2-1)C~a(l-~~)1’2(W12+W21)+P~W221+O(n-’), 
where&(r2--:)=2P (l-~i)w,+(l--pi)2wi/n+O(n-1), 31 
r*(l --pi)=&1 -p9+2p,(l -p~)2w,/&+O(n~‘) 
and nr2 = w: because pk = 0. 
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Thus we have for c( <k, 
4 p,, = 2P,(l -P’,, w&, f PA1 - PXP,(W11,,, - W22.m) 
- (1 -PZ,P2w1*,ar*+ WZl.ar )] + O(n-“2) = C,+O(npl/*) (say). 
Pii = (p: - pi, I, + O(KI’*) for i#a, 
P, = O(n -1’2) for i#j#a, 
#‘+p, = @paj = O(n - l/4) for i#j#cr, 
while if a= k, 
k 
nP kk = w&v,- c wlZ,kfl w2,,$+ o(n-I’*) = Ck + o(n-“*), (say), 
fi=l 
P..= (-p2) I + O(C1’2) for i#k, 
P~=O(n’ll*~ for i#j#k, and ,,I%P,=&P~~=O(~-“~) 
for i # j# k. Taking D,, = diag(I,,, . . . . Ig,-,, ni’41gU, Ig,+,, . . . . Ig,J for c( <k 
and 
D,, = diag(I,, , . . . . I,,-, , n”*I,,), 
eigen values of ) P(r2)1 = 0 are the same as the eigen values of 
ID2,P(r2) &,I = 0. 
Now, using Lemma 4, 
D2,P(r2) b+I;a pointwise as n + co, 
where for a < k, 
F, = diag((pz - pf) I,, , . . . . (P:-P:-l)Ig.-l’ cm (d-d,,) 
XI g,+,7 .--7 P3,) 
and for a = k, 
F,=diag(-&,, . . . . -P:-1I,,_,, ck). 
Hence, using Lemma 1 and 2, and taking waj= $ (raj- p,)/( 1 - p’,) for 
j = 1, 2, . ..) g, and U= 1,2, . . . . k (with rpL.+j=raj, g,i=O, g,,=~~~~ gj, 
a = 1, . ..). asymptotically w, for j= 1,2, . . . . g, and a = 1, 2, . . . . k are 
obtained from 
IwJg,-&I =o for u = 1, 2, . . . . k - 1 (4.3a) 
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and 
Iw:I,, - B,J = 0, (4.3b) 
where for CI = 1, . . . . k - 1, 
B, = - ~W,L,, - Wzz...) - (1 - P%)“~( W/12,.. + w,,.,,)l (4.4) 
and 
B, = i W12.w WZLW (4.5) 
p=1 
For the distribution of B,, let B, = (6,, for i, j= 1,2, . . . . g,), and for 
ct=1,2 ,..., k-l. 
Hence by writing Wab,aa = ( UJ,~,+~. ii ) for a, 6= 1,2 and cc-ck, we observe 
that 
ba,ii= +C1 -Pa2)1’2(W12.ara,ir + w21,m,ii)- fPa(WILza,ri- W*2.~a,ii) 
and 
for i,j= 1, 2, . . . . g, (i#j). Note that bz,= b,,ji and, further, using the 
asymptotic distribution of elements of W, we observe that 
for u#/?, fi<k, i#j; i, j= 1, 2, 3, . . . . g,, are independently distributed as 
normals (or complex normals for complex random variables). Hence 
asymptotically, B, for CI = 1,2, . . . . k are independently distributed and the 
elements of B, for ct <k are asymptotically normally distributed such that 
b,.ii 2 N[O, (K+ 1)/2]; b,, %’ CN[O, (K+ 1)/2] for i#j 
Thus the density function of B, (or the joint density of b,,ii and b,, for 
i# j; i, j= 1,2, . . . . g,) is 
2gQcgn-‘)(7r(K+ l))-gz(gT-‘/2)exp( -tr B:/(K+ 1)) (4.6) 
for a Hermitian matrix B,, while the density function of B, is 
CWg*(P2, (K+ 1) Id (4.7) 
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From these, we can obtain the joint density function of the eigenvalues 
w,] (for j= 1,2, . . . . g,) of B, (~1 <k) from (4.6) and those of w:~ (for 
j= 1, 2, . ..) gk) of B, from the Wishart distribution (or from (4.7)). Further, 
{~~~=&(r,~-p.)(l -pi)-‘forj= 1, 2, . . . . g,}, a= 1, 2, . . . . k 
are asymptotic independent, where rai are the sample canonical correlations 
with 
These results differ from those of Krishnaiah et al. [6]. In particular, if 
all the population canonical correlations are nonzero and distinct (or 
g, = g, zz . . . =g,=l and p1>p2> ... >pP,>O), then 
w,=&(v,-pi)/(l--pi) %’ IN(0, (KS 1)/Z) 
for j= 1, 2, . . . . pi. 
5. ASYMPTOTIC CONFIDENCE BOUNDS 
ON DISCRIMINATORY VALUES 
As mentioned in Section 1, we shall consider B = Z,, A’ = [ $1 i 1, 
n=n, +n2, m =2, Z, = (Xi, jz,), < = (pi, p2), and S= (ZZ* -Z,A*AZ:~/n. 
asymptotically y = &,E;‘(s^, - 6,) and W= 
- 26, ( 1 - 2/n) I,)/26 I are independent normals, 
Y - cw4 24,,1,) 
and the asymptotic distribution of the elements of W are given by 
Lemmal. Here, ,?Y=Ciz1:, ,X1 is nonsingular, 6,=p,-p,, 81=jz,-%,, 
6 = z;‘6,, b(,, = 6,/k,(l - k,), k. = lim,,, (nl/n) and 1 - k, = 
lim, _ m (n2/n). We have three different situations as mentioned in 
Section 1 and they are considered in three different cases. 
Case (i). Here the discriminatory value and the distance function are 
D;= (6fS-‘6,)/(6:S-‘LS ‘d,)1’2, D’ = (6:S-1d,)1’2. (5.1) 
Notice that 
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Hence 
If we expand (I, + (l/G) W- (2/n) IP)-’ into the order of l/,,& we 
obtain 
D; = 2b, D’ = (6*6) 
l--ill+f(2+~2)+O(n-3’2) 1 
112 
& 
=A[1-(4n)~1’2~I+(2n)-‘(w2+2-w~/4)+~(n~3/2)], (5.2) 
where A = 6*6, 6, = L’:,%,/A, w1 = S,* WI!&,, and w = S,* W26,. Similarly, 
Dh=6*~1S-1C,6/[6*(Z*S-1~,)26]1’2, 
D~=A(l-n-1’2wl+~-1(w2+2)+O(n-3/2)) 
x(l-2n-1’2w,+n -l(3w, + 4) + O(np3/2))-1/2 
=A(l-(2n)-1(w2-wf)+O(n-3’2)). (5.3) 
Let r= (6,, r, ) be a unitary matrix and V = f * WT. Then, by Lemma 2, 
V and IV are identically distributed. Further, observe that wI = vll and 
w2 = CT= 1 vlivfi. Hence, by Lemma 1, 
(a) w, and (w2 - wf) are asymptotically independent (5.4a) 
and 
(b) L’~=w,;,/~~N(O, l), X,=2(w,-w:)/(K+l)-X:(,_,,. 
(5.4b) 
Hence, we can rewrite (5.2) and (5.3) as 
and 
D;=A 1-yX,+O(n”‘)]. 
[ 
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If T=Db-gD{ withg=l--n-‘((p-l)(K+1)+1+(2K+1)/8}, 
and 
- (J+ 1)+O(n-3’*). 
Hence, 
(4n/2K+ 1)li2(T/D;) % N(0, 1) (5.5) 
and this gives the asymptotic simultaneous confidence bounds on 0: as 
gD; &d,((2K+ 1),‘4n)“*D;, (5.6) 
whereP(Iy,l6d,)=l-a=P(-d,~y,~d,). 
Case (ii). Let 6, be unknown and C be known. Then the dis- 
criminatory value 0,” and the distance function D” are 
0; = (6:C~‘S,),/(s:C-‘d,)“*, D” = (&-1&)1/2, 
where 
C;‘cfl =n-“2y+d and y z CN(0, 2b,,,I,). 
Then taking 6, = 6/A and 6*6 = A’, we can write 
D”= A[1 +2n.“*(d,*y), A-‘+ (nA2)-1y*y]1/2 
= AC1 + (b~l~/n)“2yl A-’ + (bc,,/2n A*) X2 + O(n-3’2)] (5.7) 
and 
06 = [l + (bc,,/2n A2) X2 + O(n-3’2)], (5.8) 
where Y, = @ZY MJb,, and X2 = (y*y/b,,,) - y: are asymptotic inde- 
pendent, 
y1 72 N(0, l), and x2-x:,-1 
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(or x2 distribution with (2~ - 1) degrees of freedom). Note that is 
T= D”-D;-b,,,(2p- l)/nD” 
= (b(l,lw2yl + (b,,,/nd)(X,-2p+ l)+ O(K3’2), (5.9) 
then, E(T) = O(ne312) and ET2 = (bcl,/n)[l + 2b,,,(2p - l)/nd’] + 
O(n ~ 5’2). Hence, approximately, 
T[(&r,/n)(l +2b,,,(2p- l)/nD”2)]-1’2 % N(0, 1) 
and hence the asymptotic confidence bound on DC is 
[ 
D” _ “il)m& 1) ]~~~[~(1+2b(l~~~1))11-’ (5.10) 
whereP[-d,<y,<d,]=l-a. 
Case (iii). Let pi, p2, and Z be unknown. Then the discriminatory 
value D, and the distance function D are 
D, = (&-16,),/(cf:S-18,)1’2 and D = (@S- 1&)“2. 
Let ~C;1SC~-‘/2b,=I,+n-‘~2W-2n-‘I,, C;‘8,=n-1/2y+h and r 
be a unitary matrix whose first two columns are (Z;lJ,, C,‘S,)(D,” E;)-‘, 
where (D”)2 = 8fL’-‘d,, cl = (dfC-‘S,)/D”, and ci = A2 -cicT. Then, if 
V= r* WT, asymptotically V and 8, are independently distributed and V 
and W are identically distributed. Taking ei as the ith column of I,, 
and 
D,= 
[( 
D;(1-n-“2u,l+2n-1 i rliut 
i= 1 > 
+ c2 
( 
n-l i u,iv2*i-nn1’2 
i= 1 
v12) + O(np312)] 
x 1-2n-“2u11+n-1 
[ ( 
3 i, oliuTi+4) + O(ne312)]e1’2 (5.12a) 
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=D:: l-(2+’ i 
( 
wz 
r=2 ) 
+c, 
( 
n-“2u,,+n-1 5 u& 
) 
+ O(n-3’2). 
i=2 R 
(5.12b) 
Note that 
and, using Case (ii), we can write 
D+(L!gy’ x,+(4n)-‘(K+l)(x;+x;)+n-‘+ 3(2~+ 1) xf 1 
.[A+(!m)‘-’ y, + $ (x: + y:, ] 8n (5.13) + O(n-3’2) 
and 
o,=d-~(x:+y:)-Ll ( ) T (x:+x;, 
Jiu+l 
--X2X3 + O(n-3’2), 
n 2 J- 
(5.14) 
where y,, y,, x1, x2, x:, xi are independently distributed, y,, y,, x1, and 
x2 are N(0, l), X:-X:,-~, and x:~x~~-~. 
Consider T=D,-gD,+b~,,(2p-l)/nD, with g= l-n-‘[(P-l)(K+l) 
+ 1 + (2K+ 1)/8]. Then, one can show that 
&T[h(l)(1+2b(l)~;;1)2)+(2K+;~D~]-1’2 Y N(O,l) (5.15) 
and hence the approximate confidence bounds on D, are 
b,,,G@ - 1) 
gD,- nD 
1 
I+h,l~(~;1)2)+(2~+4~)D:]“2n-l,2, (5.16) 
1 
whereP(-d,<y,<d,)=l--cr. 
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6. ASYMPTOTIC SIMULTANEOUS CONFIDENCE BOUNDS 
ON DISCRIMINATORY VALUES BASED ON LOO STATISTIC 
Case (i). pi --pz is known and C is unknown. Then for the LOO 
statistic L’, one should refer to Khatri et al. (5, p. 411, while its asymptotic 
value is 
L’= ~(~l-~2)*~-‘(~1--2))Rl{(1-11-~*)*~~1(~l -p2)}1’2+O(n-‘) 
= [6*(26,)-‘(1,+ wiJ;;)~‘6^lR[6*(26,)~‘(1,+ W/&))‘a]-“2 
+ O(n-‘) 
or 
with ui=(~?$y)~/&-N(0, 1) and u=6$IIQ0-N(0,2K+1). Hence 
The simultaneous confidence bound for 0: is 
,;,,[b,,,.(~)L~2]‘-‘~~1-2. (6.3) 
Case (ii). pi -p2 is unknown and Z is known. Then for the LOO 
statistic L”, one should refer to Khatri et al. [S, p. 421, while its asymptotic 
value is 
L”=(~,-jZ,)*C-‘(jZ,-jZ2){(x,--x,)*C-’S~~’(x,-x,)}-“2+O(n-’) 
= (J*J)[J*(26,)(1, + W/J;;)s^] -1’2 + O(n-1) 
J- 2b, L”=L;=A 
Hence, 
(L;-D;)n”’ 
[b(,,+ ((2K+ 1)/4) L;‘2]1’2 
“2 N(0, 1). 
The asymptotic simulaneous confidence bound for 0,” is 
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Case (iii). p1 - p2 and E are unknown. Then for the LOO statistic L, 
one should refer to Khatri et al. [S, p. 431, while its asymptotic value is 
L= [(%I -s2)*s-yjz1 -j2,)-y+ O(n-1) 
= [$*(2/J,)-‘(I,+ W/&)-16]“‘+ O(n-1) 
or 
Hence. 
(L, -D,)n”2[b(,,+((2K+ 1)/4) Ly’2% N(0, 1). 
Hence one can obtain asymptotic simultaneous confidence bound for D, as 
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